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amplify social justice movements that influence positive change within the culture.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to leverage the power of sports and entertainment to uplift and

PLUS ONE society is a values-based marketing and events
agency servicing sports, entertainment and media industries
by provoking progressive action through social
advocacy.We strategically orchestrate a collective of talents
to produce brands, campaigns and events to reflect our
clients’ goals for social impact.
Crafting artistic, immersive experiential events over the last
15-years has established, PLUS ONE founder, Kristen
Ingram, as a leading event producer for a client roster that
includes celebrities, influencers, executives and athletes – the
agency meticulously coordinates every element and is
known for incorporating thoughtful details throughout the
event. Some of their work has been featured in Rolling
Stone, LA Times, Essence, Ines Del Mar Weddings,
Kentucky Monthly, Sophisticated Living, Grace Ormonde,
VH1 and more.
PLUS ONE focuses on the following core competencies:
Event & Live Show Production
Talent & Brand Partnerships
Campaign Ideation & Marketing
Brand Development & Management
Diversity & Inclusion Leadership
Strategic Business Planning & Operations
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IMAGINE JUSTICE 2017: Kristen Ingram & Van Jones

CLIENTS & GALLERY
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Prior to launching PLUS ONE, Kristen was the Head of Affiliate Marketing for NFL
NETWORK where she oversaw partnerships, creative campaigns and experiential events for all
NFL calendar initiatives, including Super Bowl. During her tenure at the NFL, she leveraged her
leadership position to become an advocate for Diversity & Inclusion and Social Responsibility.
Ultimately, her community service initiatives, which are currently still in place, were recognized
by NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell.
Inspired by the power of Sports and its ability to connect cultures and provoke progressive action,
Kristen launched PLUS ONE with the intent to directly uplift and amplify social justice
movements that influence positive change within the culture.
In 2017, Kristen led the historic production of IMAGINE JUSTICE with Common and J. Cole on
the steps of the CA state Capitol in Sacramento. As a result, four criminal justice reform bills
were passed that year and signed into law – including an end to the cash bail system.
In 2018, she returned to IMAGINE JUSTICE and led the production of the HOPE &
REDEMPTION PRISON TOUR: a series of live concerts in various correctional facilities featuring
Common and a special guest appearance by Talib Kweli. The three-day Tour throughout
California’s Central Valley restored hope in over 5,000 incarcerated men and women and
inspired countless youth in the surrounding communities most affected by mass incarceration. The
success of the tour was amplified by national press including a feature in Rolling Stone.
In 2019, she joined Good Films Impact to oversee production on all sports and music programs
and events for REPRESENT JUSTICE – a social impact campaign that launched alongside
Warner Bros.' theatrical release of JUST MERCY, starring Michael B. Jordan, Brie Larson and
Jamie Foxx - inspired by the true story of Equal Justice Initiative founder and Executive Director,
Bryan Stevenson.
In addition, Kristen served as an Executive Producer with Grammy Award-Winning Producer,
Greg Wells and Academy Award-Winning Artist, Common along with three formerly
incarcerated artists (Bobby Gonz, Maserati E and Richie Reseda) and San Quentin resident,
David Jassey to create a one-of-a-kind album that elevated the voices of incarcerated artists.
Continuing to advance PLUS ONE society’s mission, Kristen has contributed to campaigns such
as IAM2018 and WE RISE: a month-long pop-up activation featuring artists, athletes and
activists like Shepard Fairey, Common, YG, Yara Shahidi, Kobe Bryant, Jesse Williams,
Jabbawockeez and Kehlani – influencers joined together with over 30,000 youth from Greater
Los Angeles to fight to make mental health a civil right.
As a recognized community leader, Kristen is passionate about service and is actively involved
with the Los Angeles Mission, Jenesse Center and Anti-Recidivism Coalition. She holds a Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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KRISTEN INGRAM

KRISTEN INGRAM is an award-winning CEO & Executive Producer at PLUS ONE society.
– a values-based marketing and events agency servicing the sports, entertainment and media
industries.

“

Kristen's event production experience, leadership and commitment were
invaluable to the historic success of IMAGINE JUSTICE and an integral
part in creating a platform for ARC and Common, along with other
artists/activists, to advocate for prison reform in California.

Tamara Brown, COO

“

The best part of working with Kristen as the Producer of COMMON’s
Imagine Justice Community show in Sacramento CA, was her ability to
anticipate what needed to be done and handle it, before I even knew it!
We made history with the rally and free concert for 30,000 people in
front of the State Capitol to support criminal justice reform. And we could
NOT have done it without Kristen’s expertise and leadership.

Karen Earl, CEO

“

Kristen made impactful connections that transformed our work at
Jenesse Center. Our team dreamed of a special project and so many
people told us what we wanted to do was impossible - Kristen quite
literally made it happen.

Marshall Faulk, NFL Network Analyst

“
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Kristen knows that a dream doesn’t become reality thru magic, it takes
shear hard work and determination. She understand all things are difficult
before they become easy. Her drive for success and perfection is
unprecedented. Over the past 5 years no one has worked harder or
smarter.

Troy & Tommi Vincent, Founders

“

Kristen has the unique ability to bring together diverse people
interested in amplifying brands that improve society and the lives of
others. She recognized Vincent Country’s intentional values of faith,
family and food, and aligned them with altruistic influencers to
maximize our impact.

Matt Kenny, VP of Affiliate Sales

“

Kristen is a game changer and consistently makes those around her
better. She is incredibly effective at maximizing her individual
contributions while operating in a team oriented environment. Kristen
understands the importance of achieving results and to do so in
manner that others respect and admire.

Deion Sanders, NFL Network Analyst

“

When professionalism meets purpose it creates an atmosphere that
borders perfection. This incredible woman has a gift of connectivityshe connects the thoughts, desires and needs of everyone she works
with flawlessly making them feel truly comfortable.

Hannah Gordon, General Counsel

“

I met Kristen at the NFL Women’s Career Development
Symposium, a program where high-potential female executives
were selected by their employers. I was immediately impressed by
her dynamic personality. Kristen is someone who draws people:
both clients and colleagues to her.
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